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Planning for meals in a short notice? Need convenient and tasty meals for your guest? EPiC offers Malaysia's first on-demand lunchbox catering service. It is
the perfect solution for your catering needs.
Our delivery service is free and unlike traditional caterers and other lunchbox caterers, we can fulfil on-demand orders of up to 100 meals within 2 hours.
We also offer the widest varieties of meals including epic fit meals, nasi lemak, burgers, pizzas, burritos, salad and juices. You may choose any meals you
want from our fixed menu. Our lunchboxes come ready-to-eat with premium cutleries included. Perfect for meetings, events, parties, etc. We are proudly,
Halal certified to the highest standard by the Department of Islamic Development of Malaysia (JAKIM).

Our Restaurant Brands

EPIC FIT MEALS CO.

PAK ADAM’S NASI LEMAK

BACHELOR’S PIZZA CO.

EPiC Fit Meals Co. is all about Melbourne’s cuisines,
cooked and prepared with lots of care and attention
every day utilising only the freshest ingredients. The
restaurant sources fresh, whole ingredients daily and
its crew then go about chopping, slicing and dicing
throughout the day in its kitchen. Every meal is cooked
upon order only. So customers will only find honest,
real food in its menu. The all-new Epic Fit Meals Co.
will feature a new, revamped menu with additional
options for Keto and Paleo meals.

Pak Adam’s Nasi Lemak serves and delivers an
amazing Nasi Lemak based on Pak Adam’s age-old
recipe and his eternal love for the Nasi Lemak, drawn
from his personal serendipitous, romantic affair with
the dish. Pak Adam’s Nasi Lemak features green,
fragrant coconut milk rice served with made-fromscratch Chili Sambal, Khai Jiao, Acar Kelate, and
crushed groundnuts and crispy golden fried anchovies.
It is also served with Ayam Goreng Berempah or Ayam
Percik for the ultimate, deeply satisfying comfort food.

Bachelor’s Pizza Co. is more than just another pizza
delivery restaurant. It serves handcrafted pizzas with
all-natural, fresh whole premium meats and crunchy
vegetables with 100% real cheese and our in-house
made-from-scratch specialty sauces. Bachelor’s Pizza
Co. is the ideal solution for singles wanting a delicious
pizza delivered to their home for a quick but satisfying
meal without overpaying for it.

Website: https://epicfitmeals.com/

Website: https://pakadam.com/

HOMIE’S BURGER CO.

NEW YORK’S PATTY ‘N TOAST

EL BURRITO CO.

Homie’s Burger Co. serves and delivers great burgers
at a modest price. We sliced and hand-formed whole
premium 100% Australian beef into pucks before
pressing them onto a hot seasoned grill, and grilling it
to delicious, juicy perfection. Add high grade American
cheeses, our special made-from-scratch secret sauce,
freshly cut green lettuce, caramelised onions and
buns, and you’ve got yourself a burger that Hits the
Spot with every bite! In addition to our signature
Homies’ Cheese Burger we also serve some amazing
chicken and fish burgers. We only use quality,
premium protein, high grade cheeses, freshest greens
and made-from-scratch sauces for all our burgers.

New York’s Patty & Toast serves one of America’s
quintessential favourites the Patty Melts! Patty Melts
are claimed by many to be the predecessor of burgers.
NYPT’s patty melts is simply delicious and big on
flavours from the juicy patty, special melty cheese,
sweet onions to the crispy, toasty bread. It is definitely
a carnivore’s dream come true.

El Burrito Co. is a Mexican-styled delivery restaurant
specialising in serving and delivering burritos,
wrappers and more. Inspired by the amazing mix of
Mexican cuisines found on the streets of San
Francisco, El Burrito Co. aspires to serve and deliver
delicious and quick street-styled Mexican burritos. We
love our burritos and fresh delicious food even more.
We handcraft our burritos fresh to order in our
kitchen everyday with only the freshest, finest
ingredients. Each burrito is a meal on its own and it
comes with a perfect balance of quality protein, fresh
greens, rice and sauce packed into a tortilla.

Website: https://nypnt.com/

Website: https://bachelorspizza.com/

Website: https://elburritoco.com/
Website: https://homiesburger.com/
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